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P R E F A C E  

Gravity observations with modern apparatus commenced in 
India in 1904 and have continued ever since, except for an eight 
years' break owing to the War. A shortened programme due to 
improved apparatus and the use of wireless time signals has led to 
a greatly increased rate of out-turn in recent years. 

By the summer of 1929 sufficient gravity data had accumulated 
in India to make detailed investigation of the results worth while. 
This work is the outcome of iuvestigations made during the recess 
seasons from 1929 to 1931. The investigation was a t  first very 
baffling, and seemed unlikely to be useful. It would not have 
reached the present stage but for the encouragement given by 
Dr. J. de Graaff Hunter, sc. D., to whom my grateful acknowledg- 
ments are due. I am also much indebted to Capt. G. Bomford, R.E., 

for careful criticism of the results a t  various stages, and to 
B. Mukhtar Ahmad for much laborious and monot.onous computation. 

The views expressed in this paper are mine and do not neces- 
sarily represent the accepted opinion of the Survey of India. 





GRAVITY ANOMALIES AND THE STRUCTURE 
O F  THE EARTH'S CRUST 

1. Foreword.-During the 'past three years* a11 attempt 
has been made to derive a gravity anomaly which would show a 
satisfactory correlation with superficial geological conditions, a 
correlation which the usual Hayford gravity anomalies hacl almost 
entirely failed to  show. 

As the results appeared ~romis ing ,  a theoretical explanatmion 
has been sought. This is set down 111 the present paper. It is 
helieved that the solution is a t  least plausible ancl gives results 
which are numerically of the right order. 

The conclusioiis reached are completely opposed to the Pra t t  
system of isostasy and only to a very limited extent favourable to 
isostasy on the Airy system. Indeed the general appearance of 
isostatic conditions, which has so captivated t,he scient,ific world. 
appears to be mainly clue to  a somewhat fort:litous concomitance 
of circumstances. 

It is desirable to emphasize this point strongly since Inclia is 
tlhe birt,hplace of the theory of isostasy ancl it is widely helieved 
that, the theory of isostasy is supported by gravity and ilrflection 
results in India. This is not the caset.  

2. The existence of Burrard's Hidden Range.-Sir 
Sidney Burrard, h o m  a consiclerat,ion of deflections in the Gangetic 
Plain postulated the existence of a Hidclen Range to  the south 
crossing Inclia f .  Subsequent work has abundantly confirinetl the 
existence of this Hidden Range. 

An examination of the various geoids brings this out well. 
The Geoid based oil uncorrected deflections shows a broad area with 
all average elevation of over 25 ft., running roughly ENE. across 
the whole breadth of peninsular India through Jubbulpore. The 
average breadth of this bancl is over 350 miles so tha t  corclring an 
area of about 400,000 square miles t,he geoid is raised in esceis of 
25 ft. 

The Compensntetl Geoid derived from deflectiolls correctetl for 
topography and its compensation accorclil~g to thc theory of isost:~sy 
as developed by Hayforcl shows precisely the samtt featurt.. o111y 
slightly reduced. I t s  average height over tlie sillnr arcn is ahout 
20 ft. Corrections based on isostasy, therefore, linvc ~ i o t  i*c~mo\-t~tl 
this anomalous rise in the  geoit l .  Nor can t8he Hiclcie~i R:ti~gtl 1~ 
asc~sihed to a merely partial dc.fect of isostasy. If this \\-err so tlltb 
Compenscrted Geoitl: would show some correlation with thtl lxosttrtic. 
Geoid, which is the genic1 dtlrivcd acconling to isostatic theory from 

- 

* S~~rrcly nf Indin, C?caodvtic Rcports. Vols. V ,@ TI. 
t Dr. J.  de Oranff Hunter, Nature Vol. 127, p. T,: 3-69 1. 
f Burrerd. Tlie Attr~ction of the Himalaya hlountnins upon tho Plulih-lino 

in India, 1901. 



a purely theoretical consideration of topographical features. There 
is no correlation. 

Dr. Bowie has suggested that  isostasy is so well proved 
that  the theoretical calculation of deflections from topographical 
data will give results which are approximately correct, and can be 
used in the absence of observational data. Such a method would 
lead to profound errors in India. 

I n  the  isostatic computations a uniform crust density of 2-67 
is assumed. If the whole of the raised area of the geoid were an 
area of unusually clense rocks such as the Deccan trap reaching 
clown to a great depth (about  20,000 f t .  ) the anomaly could be 
explained. This is not the case. ' The greatest extent and greatest 
t,hickness of the Deccan trap lies further south where the geoid is 
lower. The Hidden Range traverses an  area of diverse geological 
formations wit'h an average density not greatly different from 2'67. 
The chart of Hayford gravity anomalies shows a very close corre- 
lation with the compensated geoid. All over the raised part of the 
geoid, gravity anomalies tend to be high. It is reasonable to 
suppose tha t  minor irregularities in the anomaly contours are due to 
local causes, but the general run of the anomaly contours forces one 
to  the conclusion tha t  the Hidden Range has a real existence, ancl 
tha t  i t  is a very deep-seated feature. It has a dominating influence 
on geodetic conditions in India. If the influence of the Hidden 
Range can be removed t,he remaining anomalies should show some 
correlation with topography and geology*. 

3. Extension of the Hidden Range.-It seems most un- 
likely tha t  a wide-spread structure such as the Hidden Range, should 
end abruptly. Beyond the east coast of India it evidently extends 
for some distance under the sea. To the west t he+20  contour 
bendin? round just east of Sukkur gives the impression that  the 
range 1s coming to  an  end, but the form of the geoid on the north- 
west near t'he Hidden Range is based on rather scanty data. Recent 
cleflection observations near Sukkur and in BaluchistBn show that 
some modification of t,he geoid contours is required here and that 
in all probability the Hidden Range extends westwards under 
Baluchist,&n. 

4. Features associated with the Hidden Range.- 
There is a deep depression of the geoid south of the Hidden Range. 
Low gravity anomalies   rev ail over the same area. As in the case 
of the Hidden Range this depression appears t o  be due to  a deep- 
seated cause. 

I n  the extreme south there is a disparity between gravity and 
geoidal anomalies. Data are somewhat deficient but for the time 
being i t  is assumed tha t  the rise of the geoid in the extreme south 
of India is due to  excese mass uncler the sea and under Ceylon. 
Vr:ning Meinesz's sea observations in the Indian Ocean lend support 
to  this assumption. (See also para 16 h ) .  
- - -- - - . - - - - -- -- 

For fnrthcr consideration of t h ~  Geoids reference should be made to S. of I. 
Cjeodetic Report, Vol. V. 



To the north of t,he Range another dtyx-ession, less well-defined, 
I.ilns parallel to it. Most of this area is overlaid by recent alluvium, 
so the arguments employecl to establish the Hidden Range as a cleep- 
seated feature cannot be applietl here. 

I t  is evident tha t  the deprt~ssion of the geoicl ovei. the Gangetic 
Alluvium could be arlcc~u:~tt.Iy explai~iecl by a giaeat depth of light 
scdimeuts. Sir Sid11tb.y Rurrarcl v i s~a l i s~c l  a depth of about 
.j0,000 f t .  of alluvi~un ovc.1. s great r i f t  ill the earth's crust*. 
This rift theory has not recriveil general acceptance by geophy- 
sic~sts. Dr. Harolcl Jeff'rejs charactel isvs such a depth as 50,000 ft. 
;IS " very inlpl*obable "t. 

It seeins more liltely tha t  we have uiider the Gangetic Plain the 
coinmrnceme~it of the great geosynclinr \rhiuh formecl the basin of 
the Tetliys. The i~~ss~unption is nrade that  this is a deep-seated 
warping of the Eai-tli's crust a~icl tliat the Hidclen Range is intimately 
associated with it. 

5. The f o r m  of the Hidden R a n g e  and associated 
features.-The ge11c~1,:rl 1 . ~ 1 1  of  the geoiclal contours j~idicates a 
niarked uniformity ill outline and cli~ rctioii of the Hielden Range. 
Further i t  is a matter of common expel.ience tha t  superficial irregu- 
larities in geological strata tend to 1)ecome more a i d  more smootllecl 
out as one goes cleeper down into the crustf .  The arg~unciit  
therefore that  the Hidtlen Ra~ ige  is n deep-seated feature is also an 
argumtbnt in favour of its luiifor~nity. I11 order to  obtain a c ~ o s s  
section of the Hi(lc1t.n Raiigc and its flanl<ing troughs India was 
clividecl into narrow strips pai~allt~l to the crest of the Hiclclen Rango 
and the height of the uoiilpt~nsatecl geoid, and the Hayforcl gravity 
anomalies were averaqecl a lo~ig  each strip. 

Since each st,rip ( except t l ~ e  Gangetic Plain ) ran over a diver- 
sity of geological and topogr;rl)l~ical featurtbs, superficial effects are 
considered to  have bnlailced out, ant1 the curve of the effects of the 
Hidclen Range and the trough to t h ~  south is considered to be well 
established from Delhi to south of Madras. 

Further south where the clisparity between the geoidal and gra- 
vity anomalies occurs, the trough is assumed to rise uniformly to a 
zero line south of Ceylon. 

North of D ~ l h i  a trouyll rouqhly symmetrical with tha t  South 
of the Hidcl~n R a n p  a11d equally deep is as~uined. This nortl1e1.n 
trough underlies the forincr hasin of the Trthys. The deepest part, 
underlies the 1,asins of the Indus and Brahmaputra Rivers bet,ween 
the Kaills and Hinziilaya ranges. 

The geoidnl rise and gravit,y anomaly due to the Hidden R a ~ ~ g e  
are shown on Fig. 1, ant1 the ci.est n~lcl trough lilies et'c., are shonn 
on Chart I. I t  is assumed that  thp curve of the Hiindayn moun- 
tains portrays roughly t,he t r~ i l t l  of  the u~~derlyiirg ttrough, and that  
the crest line of thc Hitlden Ba,nge co~rforms to this. I n  Peninsular 

* S. of I. Professio11:~l 1';~pc.r~ No 12 of 1912, and No 17 . , f  1918. 
t H. Jeffreys. l he Earth, 2nd Edition, 1929, p. 201. 
$ H. G. Busk. Earth flexures, pp. 10 and 12. 



lndia  the straightness of the crest line is scarcely affected by this 
assumption. 

6. Elimination of the effect of the Hidden Range.- 
I n  the summer of 1929 a correlation was found between the height 
of the compensated geoid ( H feet) and Hayford gravity anomaliee 
( y - yc )*. There was a simple linear relation, so tha t  removing it 
a new anomaly ( g  - 7~ ) was obtained from the simple formula, 

g - Y D  = 9-YC - KH 
where K is a constant depending on the spheroid of reference, ancl 
11 the height of the geoid a t  the gravity station. 

The immediate purpose for deriving this anomaly was to obtain 
the equatorial value of gravity for the selected spheroid of reference. 
For this purpose i t  was satisfactory since the KH correction not o~lly 
plirninated the effect of deep-seated masses of abnormal density but 
also to some extent tha t  due to more superficial masses. If the 
int21ltion is to obtain an  anomaly from which deep-seated effects 
only have been removed Fig. 1 and Chart I can be used to obtain 
the required correction to the Hayford anomalies. 

I n  this way the anomaly g - y~ was obtained t ,  which is the 
gravity anomaly remaining after the effect of the Hidden Range a i d  
its associated troughs has been removed. 

7. Elimination of the topographical effects.-The 
ailolnaly y -YE is only a step towards an anoinaly which would show 
the effects due to superficial geological feat,ures. 

If isost'asy is not perfect, that  is, if topography is under or over 
compensatecl, y - y~ will contain both topographical ancl geological 
effects, the topographical effect being rather ]nore strongly markecl 
than in the g - y~ anomaly. I11 Geocl~tic Report, Vol. VI, the relation 
between y - y~ and the average height of the station was shown. 
The average height was taken from "The average height map of 
India" and represents roughly the average height of the country 
over an  area of twenty miles radius round the gravity station. 

I n  the following table the relation between y- y~ and the 
average height is shown. 

TABLE I 

I I I 

3. of I. Geodetic R~port.  Vol. V. Chapter IV 
t 8.  of I, Geodetic Report, Vol. VI, 1931. 

a 
3 

.'j 

Range of 
average height 

Number of 
Stations 

c m / s e c 2  
+ ,0128 
+ -0011 
- no041 
- 0045 

I 8 2,000 ft .  & over. 
23 1,500Ft.tol,9YHft. 

1:: 1 27 1,000ft. to1.499ft. 
I V  17 ~lnder 1,000 ft.  

I 

Mean 
average height 

2223 feet 
1657 feet 
1269 feet 
709 feet 

s-YE 

S,  of 1. International 
Spheroid I1 Spheroid 

c m i s e c 2  
+ -0123 
+ .00.58 
+ -0014 
- 0026 



Fig. 1 
Geoidal Rise and Gravity Anomaly on Section AA r 

due to I 
1 

Burlralrd's Hidden Range . .- 
-I i 



The investigation is restricted to 76 stations situated in or 
near the Central-Indian Highlands for the following reasons :- 

( i I The form of the Hidden Range under this area is well 
established. 

( ii ) There is a good variety of geological features, 

(iii) The region is geologically old and stable, so that ally 
isostatic adjustment should be complete. 

( i v  ) I n  the low lying coastal regions and the alluvial plains 
of Northern India the small topographical effect is likely to 
be entirely swamped by geological effects, which will spoil the 
result unless they balance out. 

The table shows a fairly definite relation between g - y~ and 
the average height. It is best for the S. of I. spheroid T I  and better 
for g - Y E  than for g -  y ~ .  This is as i t  should he, since the S. 
of I. spheroid I1 gives the best fit to the corr~yensnted geoid, ancl the 
process of deriving g - y ~  directly from the compensated geoid has 
eliminated some of the topographical effect. 

The figures in Table I give the following relation : 

S. of I. Spheroid I1 . . . y - Y E ,  = g - Y E  - 0'000 0064n + O'OOtj(i 
lnter~latioilal Spheroid g - yEa = g - y~ - 0'000 01 04a + 0'01 48 

where n is the average height in feet. 

In  these expressions t,he second term is the height or topo- 
graphical correction, and the constailt third term 1.eprese1lts a 
correction to be applied to the equatorial value of gravity 
employed in t'he standard gravity formula. These corrections shol~ld 
be independent of the spheroid of reference. The mean of the t~vo  
values will therefore be adopted for both spheroids. 

Hence in each case :- 

This agrees closely with the results obtained for g-yD" 
which were :- 

S. of I. Spheroid 11. . . . g - YD, = g - yD -0'000 0094a + 0'008 
International Spheroid g -  y ~ "  = g-  y~ -0'000 00S7n + 0'008 

The greatest change is in the constant term; error in t,his tt.1-111 
does not materially aflect the results. 

I t  has bee11 suggested t that the relatioil between g-7, (g-yU 
etc.) and height is due to the fact that the stations a t  high elevatioils 
are rnountai~l statiolls above the ge1ler:rl surroundillg lt~vrl, wl1c.1.c. 
colnpensation would be liliely to be less complet~t~ tll:tn nt thcb 1owc.1. 
stations, and also that the iower strations arcb nlaillly on alluviuln 
where gravity would tend to br ill drfrct. 

- .  .- - - 

* 9. of I. Geodetic Report, Vol. VI .  
t de Granff Hunter. Tho Hypothesis of I~ostngy ( C3t'opl1ysic~~l RIcotirl~ of t l ~ c -  

Royal Aetronomiml Society, October 1931 ). 



This is not  the case ; such stations have almost entirely been 
excluded, and those tha t  do occur, do not support the objection as 
the following details will show. 

Referring to  Table I on page 4, out of the nine stations in 
Group I, one only is a mountaiil station markedly above the general 
level of the surrounding country. This station is No. 220 Pachinarhi. 
The g-y, anomaly is strongly negative viz. - '036 cm/sec2 
(S. of I. II), - '044 cm/sec" International). Pachinarhi stands over 
a deep trough of Gondmi~na sediments. Groups LI: ancl I11 are all 
stations in the table-land and tencl to  be a t  a lower elevation than 
the surrounding country. 

In  Group IV out of the seveiiteen stations, seveii only are on 
alluvium. Values of g -7,  for t,hese stations are as follows :- 

The negative value of Group IV lis therefore not due to the  
rtfect of alluvium. 

No. 

83 

86 

89 

101 

114 

118 

199 

Data in extra peninsular areas must now be examined to see 
whether it is justitiable t,o extrapolate t'he results obtained from 
Pri~insular India. 

Outjirlt> thp Peninsula apart from a small section in Kashmir, 
littlr* is ~ I I O W I I  shout the form of the g:.eoicl. Use must, therefow, 
I,r rnatl+~ o f  u~icl~l.rewted Hayfortl sliolnalies when seal-ching for a 
col.rr*lat ion with lic~igllt. 

9 - YE 

( t i  ) Outer Himiilayt~s ( inclutli~lg Kashmir ). 

1 ... I 1 - 
hl ea11 ... + 0060 I 1 

I - 

Twc:~lty-fo~~r gl.avit,y ~ t a t ious  yit!ltl a height correlation factor 
of 11.7 x lo-'. 

International 

cm/sec2 

+ .008 

+ 020 
+ -024 

- -009 

+ -023 

+ so04 
- -026 

-- 

-t -0063 

Name I 

I S. of I. I1 

Al)l,l ivat ior~ o f  n gr.oi(l c*o~.~.clct ior~ to t h ~  s ~ v e i i t e ~ l l  stsations ill 
Krrnl~ rnir r r~rl~~c-~.s  th r~  factor clel~.ivc*tl from these stations to 6'5 x 10 - 6. 

Japla ... ... 

Gaya . . .  . . , 

Sa~arani - .  ... ... 

cm/sec2  

+ -006 
+ -012 
+ -019 

Gwalior . .  I - -007 

Deesa . . , + so33 
I 

Pili HirwiLr ... 1 + 008 

Reni~anta . . .  - '029 



The geoid correction applied gives the relation 

9-v,= 9-r, -KH 
where H is the height of the co~npensated geoid in feet 
and K=0.0015 *. 

It has already been pointed out t ha t  some of the topographical 
effect has been eliminated in the process of obtaining g-  y, . The 
height correlation factor obt.ained from g-r,, therefore, is liliely 
t'o be too low. 

( b ) Middle Asia. 

Gravity data  over the plains east of tlle Caspian Sea, in the 
Pamirs and ill Ferghana have been examined by P. Savitsky t. He 
finds tha t  Hayford gravity anomalies a t  stations in the plains and 
in the mountains require corrrction if cnrre1:ition with geological 
formations is to  be found. 

The corrections are :- 
Stations in plaiiis . . . 0'005 cm,/sec2 
Stations in mountains . . . 0'1 18 cm/sec3. 

St,ations on the high plateaux are further stat,ecl to give charac- 
teristically positive results. 

Obviously there is here evideilce of a correlation with height. 
No details of the heights of the stations are given, but applying a. 
height factor of 9.4 x 10-6 the mountain correction of 0.118 
cin/sec2 implies an average height for the illountain stations of 
12,000 ft. This is a very likely figure in the Pamirs. 

( c ) The Caucasus. 

Heisl<anen has exalni~lecl the Hayford gl-avity ano~nalies of 
sixty-three stations in the Caucasus and finds correlation 1vit.h 
height; the factor is about i x (p. e. + 2 x 10-9. 

( d ) The Harz Mountains. 

Heiskanen found that the Hayford anolnalies of eleven stat,iona 
gave a height factor of about 8 x 10 - 6  (p. e. & 8 x 10-9). 

The very striking agreement between t1lle height factors 
obtained above from widely separated areas is remarkable. 

The inve~tigat~ion shows plainly that extrapolation of the height 
correlatio~i factor fou~lcl fro111 data ill Pc~iinaular Illdin is  full^- 
justified. 

8. Standard gravity formulae.-The st:~.ndard p a \ - i  ty 
formulz employed are f 

S. of I. Spheroid I1 . . . y,, = ~ j g . 0 2 ;  (1 + .003 ~':i I. sill" q - . c ~  (NW sin' L'+) 

International Spheroitl y,=!,;s 017 (1 + .w.; 25; sill? + - - c h ~  thw; P ~ I I ~  29)  

- - -- 

* S. of I .  Clc~otl(~Iic R(,yo~.t, Vol. V l  p. 5 I.. 
t P. Snvitsky. Cft~rl;~n,l's Ucitmgv Xur (+t~opl~)-sics \- ( , I .  :h,.  So $. 1931, p. 27;. 
$ 8. of I.  (Seodetio Report, V o l  V .  



Hence correcting for the constant terme found above the equato- 
rial value of gravity becomes :- 

S. of I. Spheroid I1 . . . G' = 978'01 3 cm/sec2 
International Spheroid . . . G' = 978'005 cm sec2 

These values are much lower than other recently obtained 
values. Indian gravity results are referred to  Dehra Dun where the 
adopted value of gravity is 979'063 cmlsec*. This value is not well 
established, and i t  is likely tha t  i t  should be increased to  979'070 
cm/secM. If this were dolle G' woulcl also be increased by 0.007 
cm/sec2. There would, however, be no corresponding change in the 
gravity anomalies, so i t  is uilrlecessary to consider this point further. 

9. Explanation of the topographical cor rec t ion . -As  
stated above a topographical correction woulcl be required if there 
were over or under compensation. The negative sign of the correc- 
tion indicates under compensation. Now we have already applied a 
large correction on account of the Hidden Range which is assumed 
to  be uncompensatecl. The topographical correction now to be 
applied is on the average less than half the Hidden Range correc- 
tion, so it is reasonable to assume tha t  it also is due to  a complete 
lack of compensation over a given area round the station. An area 
with a radius of about 120,000 ft .  would give a compensation 
anomaly of -'OO94 cm/sec2 per 1,000 ft .  of height above mean sea- 
level. 

On this assumption a more accurate anomaly should be obtained 
as follows :- 

g-YF =g-ym -E'f '012 
Here E is the sum of the compensatioil corrections applied when 

obtaining the Hayford anomaly, g - yc, up to a radius of 120,000 ft,. 
round the station. 111 practice this is the sum of the compensat,ion 
corrections.for zones A to M plus one-third of zone N, the zones 
being those employed in S. of I. Professional Paper No. 15. 

It will be seen therefore tha t  the correlation of g-YE with 
height is assumed to be due to a defect in the Hayford method of 
computing topographical effects. The Hayford hypothesis assumes 
compensation of local topography. This is believed to be erroneous 
and the height correction removes the error due to i t  approximately, 
but the method employed to obtain g - y ~  is the more accurate means 
of correcting this error. 

Beyond a radius of 120,000 ft. computatioil of topographical 
corrections by the Hayford methocl must be suitable if 9 - y ~ -  is to be 
satisfactory. 

rn spite of this, the conclusions, to which examination of the 
y - yp anomalies leacls, imply non-compensation of topographical 
features a t  any distance. A reason for the success of the Hayford 
method beyoncl a radius of about 23 miles from the gravity station 
- - 

8. of I. O~otlrtic Report Vol VI. 



ie suggested later. It must be admitted, however, that  such a small 
radius is surprising, and appears unsatisfactory. An extension of 
this radius, however, has been founcl to  lead to unsatisfactory results, 
since thedistinction between sedimentary and igneous areas disappears. 

Values of 9-"IF on the Inter~iational and S. of I. I1 are given 
in Table 11, and contours of g - YF on S. of I. spheroid I1 are shown ill 
Chart 11. It will be seen tha t  the difference between g - y~ on the 
two spheroicls is small. 

I n  the numerical calculatiol~s which follow, values of g -  y~ on 
the S. of I. spheroid I1 will be employed. Contours of g-yc fol- 
lowing Helmert's 1901 formula are shown on Chart 111. 

10. Comparison of g - YF and Geology.-Chart 1 is a 
geological sketch map of India *. Comparing Charts I1 and 111 
with this, and ignoring areas covered by recent alluviiun and Deccan 
trap, the comparisoll is a t  once found to be favourable to t'he 
g - Y F  anomaly, since this anomaly does show a fairly sharp distinc- 
tion between the larger areas of igneous and sedimentary rocks. 
The anomalies are positive over igneous roclrs and negative over 
sedimentary formations. 

North-west of Madras in the Penner Basin are the wide spread 
Cnddapah sediinents flanked by heavy igneous rocks on the east arid 
south, and by lighter igneous roclts 011 the north allcl west. Large 
negative g-yc anomalies are found :dl over these igneous areas. 
D t i t  they are well clefined by g - y ~ .  Quantitatively y- yc anc~inulies 
are a t  fault. The Vindhyan and Cuddapah sc.climei~ts are ccunl~nl-nl>it. 
iri thickness and density. The Cucldapahs are probably sligliily 
thicker, but this is coui~terbalanced by slightly greater dt~i~si ty .  
Similar anomalies therefore shoulcl be fo~uld over these formatio!is 
The coiltrast between the y - yc ancl g - y~  ano1n:~lies is well sllowii 
if the anomalies a t  Sawai Miidhopur ( Vindhyan ) and C'uml)t~~;l 
( Cuddapah ) are compared. 

I cm/secP I cnt/secY 
Sawai Mjdhopur .. - .021 - -025 

Confronted by g - yc allomalies, one would say that the thiclr- 
]less of the Vintlhyan scdilneiits a t  Kotah are less than ont~-tl~i~.cl 
that of t8he Cucldapah roclts a t  Cumbum. The g-yp  anomalies 
give a picture which lrlust be near the truth. 

Going now to BaluchistR,n, positive g -  yc anomalies are founcl 
in the sedimentary area a t  Quetta but g - y ,  is negative. g - lyv 
becomes posit,ive only as i t  nears t8he igneous region near t'he 

- -- - - .- -- - -- - 
Adapted from Reid's Geology of the British Empire. 



Koh-i-Taftiin Volcano. g--/c remains positive over much of t,he 
deep sediments of the Hamiin-i-Mashkel area. There arc of course 
areas where g - y ~  is appareiltly a,t fault, bu t  in i~ca~*l,v all cases 
comparison with 9-  y c  will show tha t  the latter fails st,ill more. 

These cases will he examined in detail later a,ncl reasons of the 
appara~i t  failure of !I- y~ given. The examples just given are 
sufficient to show that, in well-defined ~eological areas the g-y, b 
ai~omalies show a prolnising correlation with the for ma ti or^. 

11. Gravity anomalies and geology in Middle Asia,.- 
Referellee bibs already been inatle (see pai-a 7)  to P. S:~vitslry's in- 
vestigation of gravity anomalies i11 Middle Asia. Here is to be 
found valuable vo~ifir~nation of the fact tllat Hayforcl anomalies 
sequire cor rec t io~~ to ohtain sati~fact~or? correlation \vit,h geology. 

Having applietl a cc )I-rect,ion, Savitsky arrives a t  t'he f 011owi11~ 
conclusioi~s :- 

(1)  Positive allomalies are associated ~ r i t ~ h  ai~cieilt geologi- 
cal forn~ations and n~assive crystalline and intrusive rocks. 

( 2 )  Negat,ive anomalies are associatecl with recent forina- 
tions. 

(:'I) The extensive ~iegative a~ioinalies of Ferghana are 
associated with a dow~i-warping of the Sial into t,he denser 
underlying matter. 

(1) The verJ- large ilegativp anomaly a t  Kala,n Wamar 
must also he attrihutwl to movements of the crust. 

'rhese results azrtw well with those ol,ta,iut>d ill India and sug- 
.pat that in Miclrlle Asia there is 11ot the ;~dtled complication of a 
" Hicl(1c.n Range ". 

12. Gravity anomalies and rock density.-In gravity 
cnlculntioils thr> 11orma1 clri~sity of the crust is assumed to be 2'67. 
Samples ot the igneous 1-oclrs fl:inltine the tvest ancl north sicle of t h ~  
C~1dilal)i~h fol.mntion give1  rlensities varying from 2-65  to  2'70. An 
average clensity of 2-67 is probably very closely correct. On the 
o t h ~ r  hand t h ~  well-known Cl~clrlapah slahs have a density of 2'72 
arlccl the s l a t ~ s  a t  Cmnbum are equally dense. It is unlikely tha t  
the av(BragrJ density of the Cu(1tli~prth sediments is less t,han normal 
slid it may h~ grt'ater. 

Thr avfbrage clehl~sit,y of the Vindhyan rocks is e~t~ imated  to be 
2.66,  that is o111y just 1)clow normal. If the nc~gative anomalies over 
this fol.ln;ttion werch dur to this, an altogether improbable thickness 
o f  the fornlation woultl have to be assumed. 

The. rlt11isit~ o f  the> silrfactb rocks therefore does not provide ail 
a~lr.cluatrl c-xl)lnnatiolr for the I I F ~ ~ R ~ ~ V P  anomalies found over large 
sr~~lirnc~ntary fol.1nntiolix. AII c.xplt~l~ation corilrl l )e ,  fur~rished if the 
~~osnl:tl c:~.untal t l~~ln i ty  wchrcA assumetl to be greater than 2'67. But 









this is not permissible : seismological data  show tha t  the granitic 
layer with an average density not exceeding 2'67 extends to a depth 
of about 10  kilometres and below this comes a tachylytic layer, about 
20 kilometres thick and below this again is a layer of dunite. * 

When considering the t,heory of isostasy Jeffreys concluded 
that compensation must actually be concentrated near the bases of 
the granitic and intermediate layers t. A search is not now 
being made for compensation,--rather the opposite ; but t,he same 
conclusion may be adopted viz. tha t  the cause of the anomalies will 
be found a t  the interfaces of the three crustal layers. 

13. A suggested explana t ion . - -The  following process is 
therefore suggested to  explain the gra.vity anomalies found over 
sedimentary formations. A warping or down-faulting of the earth's 
crust has occurred, the base of the t,achylytic layer descending 
below the normal level of the top of the dunite layer and the bottom 
of the granitic layer descending to  an  equal depth below the normal 
surface of the tachylytic layer. The top of the granitic layer will be 
equally depressed below sea-level. A large negative anomaly will be 
found above this depression due to the departure from normal density 
where the granitic layer has sunk into t'he tachylytic and where the 
latter has sunk into the dunite. 

The granitic and tachylytic layers are assumed to go down with- 
out change of thickness. The dunitJe is considered plastic ancl is 
pressed aside; hence t,he down-mrarping is compensated by a rising 
up of the dunite layer in an adjacent area pushing up  with i t  t,he 
upper layers. 

Over this raised area positive anomalies will occur balancing 
the negative ailomalies over t,he clepressed area. 

Denudation of the raisecl area will expose t'he lower icmeous 
? rocks, or ancient sedimentary formations, and provide sediments 

to fill the depressed area. 

14. Densities of the Crustal layers.-The hypothesis ca'n 
be easily applied to  obtain values for the thickness of the major 
sedimentary formations ancl the results appear to accord wit'h geo- 
logical data where t,his is available. 

Before proceeding to numerical calculations a knowledge of 
the average densities of the three crustal layers is required. 

( a )  Granitic 1cryrr.-Jeffreys gives the density of the 
granitic layer as 2'61 to 2'GG 1. Since however in most 
gravity computations in India and elsewhere a density of 2-67 
has been assumed, i t  will be adopted. An average density of 
2'67 agrees well with densities obtained from rock samples in 
India. 

( b ) Tachylytic 1qer.-The same authority gives 2'851 as 
the density of tachylyte. 

( c ) Dunite.-From the same source the density of dunite 
is 3'29 to 3'32. 

- -- - - --  

H. Jeffrey~. The Enrth, 2nd Edn , p. 116. 
t H. Jeffreys. The Earth, 2nd Edn., p. 196. 
$ H. Jeffreye. The-Earth, 2nd Edn , p.,102. 



The value adopted is 3'30. 

It is the difference between these densities that  will he used 
in  numerical calculations, i.e. 

at  the granite-tachylyte interface 0'18, 
a t  the tachylyte-dunite interface 0.45. 

15- Depth of the Hidden Range.-On the same hypo- 
thesis the Hidclen Range is assumed to be a major warping of 
tlhe earth's crust affecting both the tachylytic and granitic layers. 
Denudation, deposition of sediments, and subsequent earth move- 
ments have removed all obvious surface indications of this 
warping. 

It is a broad sweeping feature so that a t  the crest and a t  the 
lowest part of the trough the simple formula for the attra,ction 
of a disc of infinite raclius a t  a point on its axis may be used with- 
out serious error. 

Here 

A = 2.rrtcpt. 

where A = + 0'036 cm/sec2. (maximum effect of the Hidden 
Range and its associated troughs). 

EC = the gravitational constant = 657 x 10-lo c.g.s. 

p = the clensity = 0'45 +0'18 =0'63 
t = the rise and fall of the dunite and tachylytic layers 

above their normal levels. 
Whence t = 4,500 feet approximately. 

Fig. 2 shows the Hidclen Range. 

16. N u m e r i c a l  test of g -YF .- 
( a )  Method of Co~nputiny.-The normal level of the top 

surface of the crustal layers is assumed as follows :- 

Granitic layer . . . . . .  . . . sea-level. 
Tachylyte ... 33,000 feet below sea-level. 
Dunite . . .  100,000 feet below sea-level. 

If sedimentary deposits extend to a clepth of 40,000 ft. below 
sea-level, the theory put forward implies a sinking of the tachylyte 
surface to 73,000 ft. below sea-level and of tJhe dunite surface to 
140,000 ft .  below sea-level. 

If the deposits have a clensity 2'67 the gravity anomaly above 
them is solely due to the sinking of the tachylyte and dunite 
surfaces. 

The g - y, anomaly is therefore due to two cylinders of 120,000 ft. 
radius, and thickness 4.0,000 ft. with their top surfaces at  33,000 ft. 



and 100,000 ft. below sea-level and densities '-0'18 and '-'0.45 
respectively. The effects of these two cylinders are :- 

Upper or granite cylinder . . . -0'054 cm/sec2 
Lower or tachylyte cylinder . . . -0'067 cm/sec2 

Total ... -0'121 cm/sec2 

It will be seen tha t  the lower cylinder has a rather greater 
effect than the upper as a result of the greater difference in 
density. This is important. If it were assumed tha t  only 
the tachylyte layer was effected by the sinking of the granite, 
numerical calculations would yield depths of deposits more 
than twice as  great. 

Since the effect of the Hidden Range has been removed, 
its height or depth below the normal surface levels of the 
tachylyte and dunite layers must be taken into consideration 
when calculating the effect of deposits. 

I n  this way Table I11 has been prepared showing the 
anomaly due to various depressions and elevations of the 
crustal layers when situated above the crest, zero line, or trough 
of the Hidden Range. The depression a t  the top of the gra- 
nitic layer is assumed to  have been filled in by material of 
normal density. The amount of depression or elevation corres- 
ponding to  any anomaly can be obtained from this table a t  a 
glance. 

Of course if surface rocks are above or below normal 
density, allowance should be made for these, but usually the 
anomaly due to this cause is trivial compared with tha t  due to 
changes in the dunite and tachylyte surfaces. 

It has already been pointed out t ha t  the widespread, 
but comparatively gentle, uildulation of the crust which forins 
the Hidden Range, underlies all kinds of geological formations. 

Other more local elevations and depressions of the crust 
are more abrupt in character. Here we may expect to find 
sedimentary formations occupying the depressions and igneous 
rocks exposed in the elevated areas. The elevation of the 
crust will often have raised up  ancient sediments but denu- 
dation has largely removed these, leaving the lower igneous 
rocks exposed. If the elevation has been too abrupt' or too 
great, fracture of t,he granitic layer is to be expected mit,h 
result.ing o~t~pour ings  of effusive rocks clei-ived ~nainly from 
the tachylytic layer. 

The above furnishes an adequate expln~iatioii of all the 
mail] features of Chart 11, ~vhen coinpal.cc1 with Chart, I. 

( 1 ) )  Cuddnpah For?ncctio,r,.-111 t.he geological slietch limp 
(Chart I) the Cudclapah formatioil is represented by a roughly 



trianguhr patch centred over the Penner Basin, nodbeast 
of Madras. A somewhat larger blue area, ( negative snomeliee ) 
is found in Chart 11. 

The following gravity stations lie over exposures of the 
Cuddapah rocks. 

-- - -- 

The area is near the lowest part of the trough of the 
Hidden Range. From Table I11 the following approximate 
depths for the formation below sea-level are obtained, after 
increasing the depth by 4,000 ft. on account of the Hidden 
Range, and assuming normal density for the rocks. 

Depth 
Place 

formation 

Nandyil ... 11,000 

Cumbum . .. 14,000 

Cnddepah . 11,000 

8-'Y, 

cmlsec? - so21 

- -0% 
- -02% 

- 
Station 

No. 

105 

196 

200 

Wadia states that  the depth of the Cuddapah sediments 
amounts to more than 20,000 f t .  in the aggregate*, allowing 
for the height above sea-level, denudation and for the fact 
that the rocks probably average over normal density (which 
would lead to an increase in the calculated depth). The 
result is evidently of the right order. Further to the south of 
these three gravity stations a t  Renigunta, Station No. 199, the 
gravity anomaly (g-y~ = -'024 cm/sec2) indicates an extension 
of the Cuddapah depression furt,her south than is shown in 
Chart I. This is confirmecl by Wadia t. 

To the east of the Cuddapah formation is an area of dense 
igneous rocks with positive gravity anomalies. Here is to be 
found the effect of the raising of the crustal layers simulta- 
neou~ly with their depression uilcler t,he Cuddapah area. It is 
satisfactory that the greatest positive anomaly, that a t  Station 
No. 176 Ongole ( g - y ~  = + '042 cmlsec2 ), is adjacent to the 
- .  . -- 

* Wadis, Oeology of India. 
t W d h ,  Goology of India, Plate XVI. 

Place 

Nandyil ... 
Cumbum . . . 
Cuddapah ... 



- ,- greitest negative anomaly. The anomaly ( + '042) corresponds 
to an elevation of the dunite and tachylyte layers of about 
11,000 ft. 

( c ) The F d h y a n  Formation.-The type exposure of the 
Vindhyan forination is the great escarpment of the Vindhyan 
Mountains but to the north it is concealed by Deccan trap. 
Sawai MLdhopur may be taken as a typical station over a wide 
outcrop of the Vindhyan formation. 

The height of the Hidden Range here is about 2,500 ft. 
From Table I1 a depth of Vindhyan sediments below sea-level 
of about 7,000 f t .  is obtained. This should be slightly reduced 
since the average cleilsity is slightly below 1101-mal, viz. 2'66. 

Negative anomalies are also obtained in the area covered 
by Deccan trap, e.g., a t  Mhow. Since the average density of 
Deccan trap is about 2'83 and its thickness is about 1,500 ft. 
the anomaly should be further increased by - '002 cm/sec2. 

Allowing therefore for the effect of t'he Deccan trap 
the anomalies a t  Mhow ( Station No. 46 ) is g - y~ = - '047 
cm/sec?. The height of the Hidden Range is about 4,500 ftu. 
so that there is a depth of Vindhyan sediments below sea- 
level of about 13,000 ft. 

Allowing for height above sea-level and denudation the 
result is again of the right order since Wadia states that the 
Vindhyan system is a vast stratiiied formation eilcoinpassiilg a 
thickness of over 14,000 ft.* 

The elevatioil of the crust coinpeilsatillg for the Vindhyan 
depressioil is to be fouild in the original Ariivalli Hills axd 
south of Narbada in the Satpura Hills. The more recent 
rejuvenation of the Aravallis is ascribed to the Himalayan 
upheaval. The positive anomalies in t'he ArLvallis (e.g., Stat,iou 
No. 215, Ajiner, g - y~ = + -050) are on this account greater than 
the anomalies a t  Samai Miidhopur etc., warrant. 

The anomaly at  Ajiner corresponds to an elevatioil of the 
clunite and tachylyte 1ayc.r~ of ahout 15,000 ft. Sedimel~ts 
of the Delhi allcl Arkvalli series ovclrlic part. of this area and 
so positive gravity nnomalics are fvu~ld nrw t,hein. 

( d ) Tlte Decc*,-rl~ T,.ni~.-Accortli~~g to  gt~ological evicltb~lcc 
the maximum thickiiess of the D ~ C C ~ L I I  trap reaches nenl.ly 
10,000 f t .  along tile coast of Bombay, rnpitlly becoiiii~ig Itlss 

-- - - - - ---- 

* Wadia, Geology of India, p. 77. 

Station No. 

223 

9-7,  

c?n/sec2 
- -025 



further east*. Gravity data accord well with tkiis. The 
highest anomalies are on the coast. They are :- 

A thickness of 10,000 ft. of Deccan trap (density 2'83) 
will yield an anomaly of + '022 cm/sec2. At Bombay there- 
fore an anomaly of about + '080 1cm/sec~emains  to be 
accouilted for. The height of the Hidden Range a t  Bombay is 
about - 1,000 ft., so an elevat'ion of the tachylyte and duiiite 
surfaces of about 20,000 ft. is required to explain the anomaly. 

This brings the tachylyte to within a few thousand feet of 
the bottom of the Deccan trap. It is likely that we have here 
an extensive fracture of the granitic layer, which suficiently ex- 
plains the vast outpourings of lavas. The section on BB 
(Chart I )  shown in Fig. 4 gives a good picture of the situation 
and indicates that the main focus of effusion of lavas was near 
Bombay. The dykes in Cutch and elsewhere are probably 
secondary phenomena. 

The sudden reduction in the anomaly from + '102 to + '040 
a t  Alibng less than 30 miles away is remarkable. It seems 
likely that the Deccan trap south of Bombay overlies a wide- 
spread area of deep sediments, and that a rise of the crustal 
layers a t  Bombay balances the depression to the south. Gravi- 
ty stations are lacking, but the negative anomalies a t  Dhond and 
Kurduvadi ( Stations Nos. 185 and 186 ) lend support to this 
theory. 

It is highly probable that  the Deccan trap conceals several 
sedimentary areas, and gravity work should successfully deli- 
neate these areas. Such work may well prove economically 
most valuable. The secliments may colltain coal fields, or fail- 
ing that water, a valua1)le commodity in the Peninsula. Soine 
h o r i ~ ~ g s  hare been made in the Deccan trap in hopes of finding 
coal: notably a boring a t  Bhus%wal Lat. 21' 02' N. L O I I ~ .  
'73' 1.7' E. which went down over 1,400 ft. without reaching the 
l ~ o t t o ~ n  of the trap. Reference to Chart I1 shows that ~huskwal  
1if.s woll i l l  the centre of an  area of positive anomalies where 
boring for coal is liltely to be an u~iprofitable speculation. 

- - - - -- - - - - -. 

* Wedia, Geology of India. 

Station 
N o  I Place 

S -YF 

110 

113 

3 

109 

S. of I. I1 

cm/sec2  
+ -047 

+ -072' 

+ -102 

+ -040 

Surat 

Damin 

Coliiba 
(Bombay) 
Alibng 

.- ~ . 

International 

c n ~ l s e c ~  
+ -041 

+ -066 

+ 0097 

+ .037 



There are large areas of Deccan t rap  uiltouched by gravity 
work. The most promising region for coal or  wa,ter found up 
to date appears to  be in the neighbourhoocl of Dhond or Kurdu- 
vLdi : so far only comparatively shallow borings have been made 
here ( 250 ft .  ). 

(e) Depsavzg and Himtxlnynn Regions.-The gravit'y st atioi 1 a t  
Depsang establishecl by the cle Filippi Kara-korain Expedition 
in 19 14 gave an  appa~ent~ly  remarkable result. The Hay ford 
anomaly following Helinert's 1901 formula is -- '064 cm/sec2. 
The result is, however, quite in accord with the theories put 
forward in this paper. The table below shows results at. a few 
mountain stations. 

These stations are progressing from the outer ( southern ) 
slope of the trouqh of the Hidrlc>i~ Range to~varcls its deepest 
part. Depsang is very close to t11~ clrc~pcht part  of the trough. 
The g - y ~  anomalies sllo~v that  there has been xi1 aclclitiona! 
deepening of the trough near i ts axis accoin1,anied by the for- 
mation of the inountaiils. The reason for positive anoinnlies 
iu the outer Hi~nfilayas will appear shortly. Th(\ depth of the 
asbumed trough a t  D ~ p s u n g  is ahout - 4,000 f t .  ; rc~ferring to 
Table I11 we fincl that thc (I - y~ anoinaIiicsiiml)ly a further 
deepening of about 25,000 ft .  ( S. of I. 11) or 31,000 ft .  
(International ) that  is the crustal layers have bc~t.11 bent clown 
here about 29,000 ft .  or 35,000 ft .  below their normal level. 
This great depth below high mountail~s povicles the "roots of 
the mountains" in the A i q  theory of isostasy, bu t  according to 
the theory advanced hereill this cleep do\\rn-wal-ping must be 
accompained by a balailci~~fi uprise. 

Station 
No. 

143 

F R 

F 10 

F 9 

Gravity anomalies shorn that the whole width of the north- 
ern trough of the Hidclei~ Range dicl not talw part in the addi- 
tional clown-warping, but t,hat there mas a buckliiig down of 
the deepest part  of the trough accompanied by conlpression of 
the sediments in it. 

Place 

Deosai 111 

WoznlHadur 

Sksrdu 

Drpsang 

Height 
Fcet 

12,391 

13,931 

7 . 2  

g - yc 
Helniert 

cln/sec2 
+ -0C15 

1 1 - .O(iS - -0'75 - .Oh9 

q-w 

8. of I. 
I1 

-. - 

c n ~ l s e c ?  
+ - 0 5  1, 

+ .0:36 1 + .002 

t ~ 0 1 5  , - .015 

~ n t e r -  
national 

cm/sec2 
+ -013 

- ~ 0 1 1  

- ,029 



Such a violent buckling was not unnaturally accompanied 
by failure near by, so we find a compensating uplift of the crust 
in the igneous ranges of the Outer HimBlaya. Here the granitic 
layer reinforced by a thick load of sediments did not fail su5-  
ciently to  allow effusion of basalt from the tachylytic layer on a 
large scale as in the Deccan. The igneous rocks exposed are 
mainly the lower rocks of the granitic layer. The anomaly at 
Deosai I11 corresponds to  an  uplift of about 14,000 ft. This is 
insufficient to balance the clown-warp, so a search must be 
made further afield. Chart 1 1  indicates tha t  the Gangetic 
trough has buckled up near Dehra Dun. It is possible that 
there is a line of weakness along the line of the Arsvalli Range, 
and also towards the Salt  Range. I n  this way the high posi- 
tive anomalies in the alluvial plains of NW. India can be 
explainecl. The recent rejuvenation of the ArLvalli Range * was 
part  of this process ; on the east also south of Darjeeling, is a 
similar failure of the Gaugetic trough. Sedimentary systems 
have been " Caught up" by the uprise of the crust under the outer 
Himslayas t and so positive gravity anomalies are found over 
them. The process appears to be still in progess, as the recent 
rejuvenation of Hilnilayan streams, and changes in the course 
of rivers in the Punjab show. There is evidence too of a recent 
rise in level in the upper part  of the delta of the Ganges and 
Brahmaputra. It may be objectecl tha t  a down-warping of the 
crust of as much as 85,000 ft .  is improbable, but i t  is well t e  re- 
member that  loss of equilibrium due to this great depression of 
t h ~  lighter upper layers of the crust is partly compensated, first 
by t11~ sediments filling the depression and secondly by the 
sedimentary mountains raised above it. Further in the ocean 
cleeps we have depths of over 30,000 f t .  with the much smaller 
compensatory weight of sea water above the ocean bed. 

( f )  The Grrngr t ic  Trough.-It has been shown in the pre- 
ceding discussion of  Himalayan regions tha t  buckling up of 
the Gm~getic trough has occurred near Dehra Diin and 
Darjeeling. East of Lucknow (about Long. 8 2 O )  the trough 
appears to be co~~para t ive ly  un~list~urbecl. It may be assumed 
that the trough of the Hidden Range is here covered by 
alluvium of less t,han normal clensity. 

Olrlham adopts a dt~nsity of 2'16 for this alluvium $. This 
value will be used in t , h ~  calculations which follow. A t  Gonda 
ancl Gainsari the following anomalies occur:- 

Stnt ion 
No 

--- -- 

126 
127 

-- . . - .- - - - - -- 

* R~rnrrlu of t h ~  Ctcbolngicnl Siirvcg of India, Vol. LXII ,  Part 4. 
t Wndin, ( I ~ o l o g y  of Indin, p. H5. 
f Oldhnm. Tho Rtrccture of the Himilaya., p. 63. 1917 (Memoir0 of the 

Geologial  Hnrvey of Indie, Vol. XI-11). 

Place 

Oonda 
Cfninsnri 

S-Y, 

cm/sec2 
- -050 
- .05Z 







If the anomaly is due to the light alluvium only, an ano- 
maly of -950 cm/sec%wonld be caused by 8,000 ft. of alluvium. 
But the assumed dept8h of the trough of the Hidclen Range here 
is about 3,000 ft. ; so there lias beell additional sinking of the 
crustal layers for which allowance must he inacle. This reduces 
the depth. A depth of about 6,500 ft .  gives the required ano- 
maly. This is of course a much smaller depth than is usually 
assumed for the Gangt4ic alluvium. 

( y ) Brr1uchisttin.-The greatest iiegativc~ ailomaly founcl in 
this sedimentary area is at  Sibi, Statioil No. 26. 

Here a g-y>~ anomaly of -'060 cin/sec%onnotes a warping 
down of the crust of ahout 17,000 ft., but this is recluced to 
14,500 ft., since the height of the Hiddrn Range is assumed to 
he + 2,500 f t .  a t  this place. Also the light clensitv of the allu- 
vium will lead to a ful-tl~er Iai'ge reduction of cl~pth.  As a re- 
sult of these considerations a deptli of alluviuin a t  Sihi reaching 
to about 6,500 ft .  below sea-level is reached, tha t  is the same 
figure which was foullcl for the Gangetic alluvium, which is on 
the outer slopes only of the HimCilsyai~ trough. The down-warp- 
ing in the Baluchist%n area therefore cloes not extencl to a great 
clepth, and is not comparable to tha t  uncler the HimSlayan re- 
gion. To 1)alnnce this clown-wai.ping an uprising of the crust 
has occurred near Kariichi and Snkkur and also in the volcanic 
regions on the P e r s i a , ~ ~  boundary. 

(IL) S o u t h f ~ r ? ~  T)tdicc.-The neaative anomalies a t  Salem, P 
Kodaili;inaI, Maclura etc., are peculiar ancl 1-ecluire explanation. 
Although the nrea is 11ot occupied by recogi~izably sedimcbntary 
roclrs, i t  seeins l i k ~ l y  that a depressioli of the crustal layers 
has actually occurred in this region. 

This receives corro1)oration from Ceylo~i. Aclams states as 
follows * :- 

6 6  I n  structure Ceylon is :L portion of a great syncline, 

deeply eroded, closed on the south, open to the north where 
it pluilges beneath thc RIiocene Clover ". 

Subsequently he states t that  Ceyloii was "entire1~- sub- 
merged ill pre-Cambrian tiines . . since then i t  has alwaj s 
been in a large part untlcr water hrit throughout t,he long geolo- 
qical ages, i t  has been a "positive" element in the earth's crust 
having, with some minor oscillations, been rising out of the sea 
in successive stages of uplift ". 

Events may he pictured as follows :- 
First there was a g r ~ a t  down-warp of the earth's ci-ust over 

the area now occupirtl hy Southern India ant1 Ceylon, pclssihly 
counter-hnlitnc.t.tl by positive arcas to the north, ( Nilgiris and 
Eastern Gh;its to Cuclclalore ). The11 further d ~ w n - w a l . ~ i n ~  of 
this nrea led t,o a failure of the syncline with a crumpling up of 

- 

Adams. The Geology of Ceylon p. 426. Canadian Jourrlal of R e s e e d  
leas. 

t Adams. Tho Goology of Ceylon, pp. 437, 438. 



the Cardamom and Palni Hills etc., and the uprise of Ceylon to 
balance the deepening of the trough. Here we have an adequate 
explanation for the apparent discrepancy between gravity anoma- 
lies and the geoid referred to  in para 4. The gi avity anomalies 
show the clown-warp of the crust in  Southern Iildia. Deflections 
indicate the uplift of the crust under Ceylon. This conclusion of 
course leads to a modification of the assumed form of the trough 
south of the Hidclen Range. The g - y, anomalies in Southern 
Inclia ( Dincligul, Station No. 182 ) indicate a total  dowii-warping of 
about 11,000 ft .  Since Ceylon is an  uprising area, positive gravity 
anomalies should be obtained there partfcularly in the south-east. 

17. The Tethys and the evolution of the HimEla- 
yas.-The chief tectonic features of Inclia having bee11 examined, 
the general sequence of events will now be hrieflp consiclerecl. The 
Hiclclen Range is ascribed to  the formation of the g~osyncliiie of the 
Tethys. The more ancient clown-warpings filled by the Cudclapah, 
Dhnrwar and Vindhyan sediineilts of Peiliilsular Tnclia and the 
PurBnas of the extra-Pen insular area had reached t,heir filial stage 
and hacl become stabilized before the com~nenceinent of this later 
warping, and in the initial stages of the warping they wthre raised 
or lowered by i t  without alteration. The Tethgs was well estab- 
lished in micl-Devo~iian times, and persisted until the Miocene 
period. It was tlnr to a steady clown-warp of the crust'. The 
balancii~g uprise of the crust took place along the line of' the 
Hiclden Range. The process was extremely slow, so that  denullation 
of the elevated area kept pace with the sinking of the geosyncline, 
ancl proviclecl sedin~ents always snfficient to keep the sea shr?llo~. 
Chalk deposits accumulated in the central deeper area. This 
s r q ~ ~ e ~ ~ c ~ e  is quite different from t,hat usually aclvancecl by isostnsists 
who say that down-warping of the crust is clue to isostatic adjust- 
ment of the crust uncler a load of sediments. 

Down-warping must always be in advance of seclimentation. 
I f  the clown-warp occurs in the ocean there may he no seclimrntatioll 
but the down-warping freqiientlY increases in spitc of this, resulting 
in the formation of the great ocean deeps. I n  continental areas 
uprisca of the crust adjacent to thc drpressed area provides material 
to fill up th r  trough. This appclars to be the only e~sent~ial  diffelm- 
ence 1)rtwc~c~n a true oceanic deep ancl a continental clown-warp. 

The gradual ~iprise of the Hid~len Range and accompanying 
t ]h inni~~g by clt~nuclation of the upper l a y ~ r  of the crust brought 
intw.~nrvliate 1nyc.r so closr to the> surfacr in upper Cretaceo~~s times 
that fni l111.e of theh granitic layer ocrurrrd accompa~iiecl hy ~~ffusioll 
of 1);~nnlt. I t  is likrly that thr. actual focus of thffusio~~ Ilfhar Boinbay 
waw csorrtlitionfvl by a l i n ~  o f  wrak~less clue to all ancic111t down-warp 
to t h ~  ~ o u t h  with a11 a c c o r n p ~ ~ ~ y i n g  uprise of t,he crustal layers 
near Bombay. 





Up to this stage the down-warp occupied by the Tethys had all 
the characteristics of a true geosyncline which is essentially a shallow 
feature*. The assun~ed forill of the Hidden Range, Fig. 2 
approxiinates to this stage. 

The second stage now began; there was a rapid deepening of 
t'he Tethys, accompanied by a rise up of the crust roughly along 
the line Lahore, Delhi, AllahBbad, Shillong, and by the rejuvenation 
of the Arlvalli Range. I11 the third stage there was an  abrupt 
deepening and narro~ving of the middle portion of the trough 
resulting in the crumpling up of the folded sedimentary raiiges of 
Inner Ranges accompanied by failure and buckling up of the crust,al 
layers of the outer slopes of the trough resulting in the horst 
ranges of the outer Himalayas and Siwaliks. 

The second and third stages inay have been nearly contempo- 
raneous. The third stage is still in progress, witness the very 
recent rejuvenation of stl.eains in the outer HiinSlayas, changes in 
the courses of the Punjab rivers and changes in level in the upper 
part of the Ganges and Brahmaputra delta, and f re y uent and severe 
earthquakes a t  the present time. S t ab i l i t ,~  will not be reached 
until the former broad ancl shallow undulation of bile crust has 
broken up into a mesh of comparatively small irregnlitr ups and 
downs. The negative area of the Cucldapah region is perhaps all 
indication of the maxilnuin size of the mesh consistent wit'h stability. 
Chart N shows diagrammatically how far the Hidclei~ Rang ( e- 
Tethys movement has advanced towards stability. Sections thi*ou,gh 
India are shown in Figs. 3 aiid 4. 

18. Further consideration of the g -  y, anomaly.- 
I t  is claimed that the y -- y, anoinaly represents a true picture of 
a cylinder of the crust centred under the station with its top surface 
at sea-level and with a radius of 120,000 ft., the Hiddell Range 
and its associated troughs having been first removed. The a n o m a l ~  
will be ilil if the tachylyte aiid dunite surfaces undel*Ijing the 
station accord with the assumptions made in Chart I and Fig. 2. The 
anomaly will be negative if they are depressed below t'he assumed 
levels and positive if they are elevated. 

The significance of this claiin must now be considered. 

In  effect the g-y, anomaly is equivalent to the ailomaly 
corrected for topography without coinpensat,ion mithin a radius of 
120,000 ft., allci for  topography ancl its co~npensation according 
to the Hayford hypothesis outside this area, and wibli t'he effect of 
the Hidden Range removed. 

Neglecting the Hidden Range i t  appears therefore that coin- 
putation of corrections according to the Hayforcl system are sntis- 
factory, if the inner zones are excluded. 

* Gregory. The Structure of Asia, Ch. V, by Prof. G. B. Barbour. 



The reason for this appears to  be as  follows :- 

The tachylyte and dunite surfaces are not smooth level surfaces. 
They are roughened by up  and down narpings. The separate areas 
of depression or elevation are comparatively small when the move- 
ment which caused them has finally died out. The volume of the 
elevations equals the volume of the depressions, but if a point is 
selected equidistant from an  elevation and a depression of the same 
size the resultant anomaly due to them will be negative, since t.he 
vertical coinpoilents a t  the point selected are unequal and opposite 
in sign, and t.he negative attraction due to  the depressed area is the 
greater. 

I n  a continental area therefore this predominating effect of the 
crustal depressions gives the impression of compensation of the 
elevation of the land above sea-level. This being so, an empirical 
determination of the depth of coinpensstion according to the 
Hayford hypothesis 3f isostasy will give an  appalsently definite 
solution. 

Folded sedimentary mountains due to the narrowing and 
deepening of a geosyncline may be more than coinpensated by the 
cleep crustal down-warp below them. 

I n  oceanic areas, absence of the granitic layer, and thinning of 
the tachylytic layer, resulting in a great uprise of the dunite, fully 
compensates for the deficient density of the water, ( see para 19 ). 

W e  may say tha t  the oceans cover a broad up-warp of the crust. 
Local warpings, owing to absence of erosive agencies, are not con- 
cealed by denudation ancl sedimentation as in continental areas and 
appear as cleeps and islancls over which negative and positive 
anomalies will be found. 

I11 the initial stages a warping movement may be a gei~tle 
undulation of great horizontal extent, raising or depressing with 
i t  the more ancient stabilized warpings. I n  such a case the radius 
of 220,000 f t .  is too small, and the Hayford s js tem fails to be a 
satisfactory empirical method of correcting for topographical and 
warping etfects outside this radius. 

One may extend the radius, but in this case a more generalised 
view of crustal conclitions is obtained from the resulting anomaly 
and correlation with superficial geological conditions will fail. 

A more satisfactory methocl is to determine the extent and 
effect of the ])road crustal warping and to correct for it. If this is done 
the remaining anomaly will show the effect of the more ancient 
warpillgs and of any local departures irom the assumptions made 
a l~out  the broad warping. 

This is the method acloptecl in this paper and is the reason why 
the y - y, ar~omaly co~ltains a correction for the Hidden Range and 
its associated troughs. 



The sum total of the warping effects from beyond a radius of 
120,000 ft. from the gravity station to the antipodes should, if the 
hypothesis is correct, be approximately equal to the sum total of the 
compensation effects computed over the same area according to the 
Hayford hypothesis. Data is a t  present insufficient to  determine 
whether this is the case. I n  the following Table calculations of the 
warping effecbs a t  four stations froin beyond a 1-adius of 120,000 ft. 
to I,OO0,000 ft. radius have been made using Tables IV  and V. The 
results are shown in the fourth column ; the fifth coluinil shows the 
remaining warping efiect required if the sum of coluin~ls 4 and 5 are 
to equal the compenaatioil effect beyond 120,000 ft. radius. The 
figures in column 5 appear reasqilably sillall, so that  the results 
are not un~at~isfactory. Further direct proof is impracticable, but 
indirect proof is afforded hy the sat'isfactory correlation of the g-y,. 
anomalies with superficial clmustal phenomena. 

19. Gravity anomalies at sea.-Vening Meinesz's sea 
observations lend valuable support to the theory advancecl. Tile 
following are Hayford a~lomalies over deeps and adjacent isla~ids. 

Station 
No. 

---- - 

196 

70 

143 

F9 

- 
Station No. Sea depth Remark. 

I-INTERNATIONAL DEEP 

Column 5 
- - 

cn&isec2 

- -059 

- -005 

- -161 

Nalilt, / Height I Column 4 

I 
26 1 8,030 

25 

28 i 4,900 lgO 

29 I O 

Depsang 1 - * O R 7  1 - - I74 
I 

- - - - - 

Cumbulrl 

iulahnbad 

Deosai I11 

11-WYXAN DEEP 

7 1 6,420 

73 Honoll~lu 

c m i s d  

- 166 

- 123 

+ ,044 

+ 0090 

-- - - - 

.feet I cmlsec'  

International Deep 

Haiti-Port-Rice 
Channel 

Carribbean Sea 

Curacao 

634 

288 

13,391 

- .OI5 

- .OOO 

- -049 



Station No. 

111-NERO DEEP 
cnalsec2 

92 8,740 - -072 Nero Deep 

93 2,850 + -060 Approaching Guanl 

94 0 + . O X  Guam 

IV- -YAP DEEP 
- -008 Yap Deep 

+ -094 Yap 

Evidently each downfold is associated with an  uprise of the 
crust. The small negative anomaly over the Yap Deep is explained 
by the fact tha t  the submarine crossed only the extrenle south-end 
of the deep Much larger negative anomalies would almost ce r t a i~~ ly  
have been found in a more central part  of the deep. The absence 
of the granitic layer ancl the thinning of the tachylytic layer under 
the ocean with the resultant elevation of the dunite layer explains 
the  comparatively small negative anomalies founci over the deeps in 
the open ocean. Near the continents the tachylytic layer is thiclcer. 
This explains the much larger negative anomaly found over the 
Internatioilal Deep, since below the deep the tachylytic layer has 
been folded down t o  a greater depth. 

The same reasoning serves to explain the rather curious results 
obtained by Vening Meinesz in the Java Seas. A line of gravity 
stations across the Java deep crossing i t  a t  about longitude 106' E. 
may be taken as typical. Starting from the north near Java over 
the 2,000 metre depth contour the Hayforcl anomaly is + '090 cm/sec2, 
i t  then drops abruptly, before the 4,000 metre contour is reached to 
- '110 cm/sec2 after which there is a sharp rise to + '050 over the 
centre of the Java deep followed by a more gentle rise to + '090. 
Further sea-ward the anomaly drops to  +'060. Vening Meinesz 
explains the negative anomalies by a downward folding of the crust 
along the line of negative anomalies*. This is the same hypo- 
thesis as has been arrived a t  independently in this paper as a result 
of the consideration of continental conclitions in India ; ancl is a most 
satisfactory corroboration from a very clifferent area. His explaiiation 
of the positive anomalies over the deep does not, however, appear to 
be adequate. His explanation is as follows :- 

"A thin upper layer of a few miles' thickness does not 
partake of this downward fold but folds upwarcls forming over- 
thrust sheets in the way found by the geologist in all folded 

- 
* Vening Meinesz. Geographical Journal, April 1931, p. 326. 



mount,ain systems. These formations iisually cover up the 
effect of the cleeper process and fill up the trough caused by 
this folding. I n  some parts, however, this trough is not 
tilled up completely and part  of i t  remains visible as an  ocean 
deep. This supposition would make i t  explicable that  t,hese 
deeps are situated usually beside the fold and a t  the ccean 
side of them; the central part  of the fold trough is the most 
likely to be filled up by tlie surface folds, and a t  the ocean side 
the upper layer will he thinnest or perhaps not be present a t  
all, so tha t  i t  seems acceptable tha t  a t  this side t,he trough 
is not quite covered up." 
If the trough is not filled up completely there will most certain- 

ly be a negative anomaly above it. The explailation seems to be 
tl l i~t si~nultalieously with the dowllfold the crust has risen up, 
pl.ol)ahly on hot'h sides of the downfold. On the seaward side of 
the dowilfoltl o ~ v i l ~ g  to the uprising, the tachylytic layer, already 
t,liin, has split a i d  though probably partly filled with dunite from 
helow, remains a deep crack. 

If this point of view is correct, then deeps around the East 
Intlies are f~uldaine~itally different t'o the true ocean deeps. The 
1:ttter are clue to a down-warping of the ocean bed composecl of 
I,,zs:~lt with 110 covering gra~lit~ic layer. The former are clue to a 
crnckirlg apart or thiuniiig of the tachylytic layer, accompanied hy a 
rihc of the dun it^ layer helow. Hence large positive anomalies are 
found over the deeper parts of the Celebes and the Bnurln Seas 
( f '1 40 cmjsec2). 

20. Depth of the tachylytic layer under the ocean.- 
Taking the inean tlept'h of the ocean to be 12,500 f t , ,  and employing 
the formula given oil p a p  12, t,he gravity anoinaly due to the defect 
of the density of sea water (denslty 1'027) from normal density, 
2'67 is A = 21~tcpt 

where p = 2'67- 1 ' 027=  1'643 
whence A = - 0.258 cm/sec2. 

This has to he balanced by an equivalent positive anomaly due 
to the rise of the denser ci~ustal layers. If the bed of the oce:iii re- 
presents the top of the normal tachylyte layer, 67,000 ft .  thick, then 
both the tachylyte and dunite layers have risen 20,500 ft. Calcu- 
lating the positive anomaly from the same formula, 

p = 0.45 +0'28=0'63 
whence A = + 0'158 cm/sec2. 

This is insufficient; the balance must be found by a further rise 
of t,he dunite accompanied I)y a thinning of the tachylyte lapel.. 

p = 0'41i - 0'18 = 0'27 
il -- + 0'100 cm/sec2 

whence t = 30,100 ft. 



Thus it appears that  the tachylyte layer is only about 37,000 ft. 
thick under the ocean. 

In  exceptional 'Cpositive" areas, such as the Banda and Celebes 
Seas, the dunite layer directly underlies the sea. 

2 1. The crustal warp hypothesis and isostasy.-The 
views expressed in this paper are fundamentally a t  variance with the 
hypothesis of isostasy in many important details. 

A recent American paper * contains two chapters (Ch. VII 
"Isost,asy" by Dr. Wm. Bowie and Ch. VIII "The influence of 
isostasy on geological thought" by H. F. Reid), which may be 
taken to represent the latest views of isostasists. 

The isostatic view will be coi~t~rasted below with the views 
necessitated by the cl-ustal warp hypothesis. 

For the sake of brevity the quotations made are not quite lit,eral. 

ISOSTASY I CRUSTAL WARP 

Geodetic investigat.ions show depth of 
crust  t o  extend 60 miles below see-level. 

I n  th i s  outer shell a re  materials of 
different densities. The higher t h e  
gronncl the less is t h e  density and vice 
versa. 

The cross section of a prism in 
independent isostatic ecluilibrium is 50 to  
100 milea square, perhaps less. 

Data sectwed f r o n ~  variationof la t i tndr .  
ear th and  ocean tides, and transniiqsion 
of sei-mic waves see111 t o  indicate a 
contradiction between iqostasy and 
geophysical data. This however cannot 
be, for isostaqy certainly exists. 

Seismological evidence is accepted, 
V l Z  :- 

Granitic layer lokm thick : Tachylytic 
layer 20" thick : below this duni te  

The densities do not vary with eleve- 
tion of t h e  ground. 

This fails altogether in  India .  

Geophysical da ta  are  accepted. 
Isostasy is not accepted. 

There is dotvn-w~rping of those areas It is more generally correct to  say that  
which receive great bedq of cecliments great beds of sedinlents are  deposited in 
and upward nlovement of those nreaq ' areas which arc. down-warping, ~ n d  that  
from which ~n;~tc.rinl i.; re~noved. 1 matrrial is relnoved from areas ~vhi(zh 

1 have been or are  bring, subjected to  an 
upward movement. This difference is I important. 

t see  Journal of Geology July-Bug. 1924, Rocky N o u n b i n  Structure 
by B.F. Flint.  

In  geneml for continental stat,ions, a 
large positive or negntivv anomaly is 
due t o  very local causes. 'I his has been 
definitely proved. 

Thwe ia only one rxtcnrrive region of 

This is not t h e  case in India. 

This is n good argument  against 
isostasy. 

pcbrsiqtcmt positive! anom:t.lies in t h e  
Unitc-rl St;ttc%q. PC-rhnps this is merely ; It is likely t h a t  there is here a. cr11st~1 
ar.cirl~.ntnl nnd rlilr! to  the  location of t h e  I up-wnrp, prob:~bly associated with a d w p  
gravity 3 t : ~ t i o n ~  on s t r i ~ c t , ~ ~ r : ~ l  anticlines, I clown-warp further west under the  Rocky 
whi1.h h:~vr* hrvn found t o  give positive I Mountains. t 
anonlnlic-.q in praeticxlly every case. I 

I 

' Bulletin of t h e  National Resenrch Council. Physics of t h e  ~ a r t h - 1 1  
Feh. 1931. No 78. 



Geodetic observations in ~nountainony 
regions shorn tha t  there is no defect of 
inatter there due to erosion, ancl silililar 
observations in regions of heavy deposi- 
tion, such as the basin of the Ganger, 
show no excess of matter, so tha t  in spitc 
of all objections the return undergronnd 
flow of rock seems pretty definitely 
proved. 

ISOSTASY 

In the coarse of ages immense quanti- 
ties of material have been eroded from 
the continents and deposited in the sea 
near the shore. Isostasy requires tha t  
an equivalent mass be abstracted from 
near the shore and returnecl to the area 
of erosion, ancl this can only be accom- 
plished by a subterraneixn flow. The 
process is extremelv slow. 

Isostasy leads to  the following order in 
the raising of a folded mountain range :- 

1. After accumulation of sediments to 
a considerable depth, they are coinpressed 
and folded leading to some elevation. 

CRUSTAL WARP 

This is a confusion of cause and 
effect. 

There is an uplift 'esnlting in elevated 
areas liable to  erosion, and a down-warp 
adjacent providing a suitable area for 
the acc~unnlation of sedi~nents. 

2. Disturbance of isostatic equilibrium 
leads to a further sinking of thc region, 
but ending in more elevation. 

3. Finally expansion of the underlying 
mass raises the region into a true monn- 
tain range. 

One other hypothesis is that  nlountains 
are raised up by material forced in under 
them. 

Isostasy will have none of it. It may 
be discarded without further considera- 
tion, for mountains are in isostatic 
equilibrium. 

The argument seems unsound. The 
process has been stated to be extremely 
slow and cannot be ahead of the cause. 
There shoulcl therefore be small positive 
anoinalies in nreits of deposition, and small 
negative anomalies in areixs of erosion. 

The theory ot isostasy cannot account 
for the large negative anomalies in the 
Gangetic plain, nor the large positive 
anomalies in the outer ranges of the 
Himslayas, nor the large negative ano- 
maly a t  Depsang, a locality subject to  
less rapid erosion than the outer ranges. 

The picture due to  crustal wsrp is n s  
follolvs :- 

1 A ccumnlation of sediments in a con- 
tinually down-warping area. 

2. Excessive down-warping canscs 
crustal weakness leading to a rapid deep- 
ening and narrowing of the trough. l'he 
sediinents are folded as a result of this 
narrowing, and surplus sedimentary 
matter is folded np above the trough, iil 
extreine cases failure and bnckling of the 
crust may also lead to a folding up of the 
deeper crustal layers. I n  any case the 
down-warp necessitates an  up-warp in 
some adjacent area. 

It is probable that  in Indin the follow- 
ing have been raised by mattcr forced in 
under then1 :- 

( a )  The rejuvenated Arivallis. 
( b )  l'he Siwirliks. 
( c ) The outer ranges of the Himnh- 

yas. 
(d )  Perhaps also the Salt Range. 

Generally speaking however the up- 
warp is so gradual that  erosion h xs kept 
pace, so mountains elevated in this way 
are probably exceptional. 

22. Conclusion.-A t h ~ o r y  has beell advanced tllnt grsvit,y 
anomalies ase maiilly due to  density diffesences a t  the intttrfaces of 
the three crustal layers. Thp differences result from the down- 
warping (down-faulting through shear is not excluded) of the two 
upper layers. Accompanying the down-warp is an adjacellt uprise 
of the crust. 



The theory has been tested numerically ancl appears to give 
satisfactory results where there is sufficient geological data to provide 
an independent check. As a result of tlhe circuinstance that positive 
anomalies are due to phenomena which are less deep-seated than' 
those which cause negative anomalies, and t'hat ordinary down- 
warpings tend to reach a stable position after reaching a uniform 
depth-(further warping if i t  occurs endin0 in failure of the crust, 

b. 
buckling up of sediment,ary rocks et,c.,)-the illusion of compensation 
of topograaphical features down to a fixed level according to Pratt's 
system of isostasy is obtained. 

Ranges which have been folded up over ancient gt~osynclines 
have deep roots which more than compensate them; horst ranges 
and other "positive" areas of the crust are not due to clecreases of 
density below but rather to the uprising of the denser layers of the 
crust. 

This theory appears to afford a plausible explitnatioil for all the 
main tectonic features in ancl around India. Although isostasy as a 
fact is cleniecl, as an illusion i t  persists; hence the presentation of 
gravity results in the form of Hayforcl anomalies still remains the 
best method for universal application as a first, step towards the in- 
vestigation of the structure of the Earth's crust. 





TABLE 11-(Oontd .) 
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' 

i 
g 
3 
d 42 

m 

Latitude 
N. 

63 
64 

65 
66 
67 
68 

69 
70 
71 
72 

73 
74 
71 

82 00 
82 12 

81 41 
80 28 
77 29 
79 59 

80 48 
81 55 
82 04 36 
96 09 08 

95 13 40 
95 27 18 
94 44 06 
96 27 03 

96 11 56 
95 51 58 

( 96 06 24 
$16 28 2 &  

Longitude 
E. 

22 46 41 
22 03 53 

21 13 56 
21 21 31 
22 05 29 
23 08 54 

24 15 38 
25 25 55 
26 16 06 
16 47 55 

18 49 40 , 17 39 17 
16 47 11 

45 
46 
47 
48 

49 
50 
51 
52 

53 
54 
55 
56 

57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 

41 , 22 S!- 51 1 9fi 29 5 1  
$42 I 21 28 3; 1 !I5 2.3 50 

3 1 1 1  

76 48 03 
77 27 5ti 
75 47 00 
75 45 40 

75 58 40 
76 02 50 
76 21 30 
76 17 50 

'75 33 50 
77 45 40 
77 30 40 
$7 43 50 

77 54 l o  
77 54 10 
78 48 
79 26 

80 26 
80 54 

76 18 55 50 

77 19 44 22 
74 ' 20 5 1  26 
59 1 21  59 44 
40 22 01 1:3 

I o I l 1  
11 24 37 
10 13 50 
23 11 00 
22 33 10 

22 23 40 
22 13 20 
21 49 30 
21 28 10 

21 00 00 
20 52 50 
21 18 20 
22 45 00 

22 11 30 
21 54 10 
23 51 47 
23 49 54 

23 50 25 
23 31 37 

a rn 
S. 

$ 8  a 

8 

+ ,048 

- 
INTERNATIONAL 

I 
I 

2300 + .019 
1100 t -009 

950 + .009 
1350 1 011 
1600 , + . 0 1 8  
1550 + .013 

1250 t .011 
350 Is 004 
3 0 0 + - 0 0 4  

I 

I 

h:$ 2 1. :3 1 -78 i 84 00 
fit 2 i  02 05 81 04 

8.; 2:l 2:l 0.; 8; 1 !i 
hti 21. 15 I.V ~ t 5  no 

8 
9 
P3: 
5 %  a 

+ -018 
+ oz!) I 

-0019 
- '005 

-.023 
-0026 
+a007 
+ '008 

-0014 
t.023 
+*ow 

of I.-I1 

feet 

3950 

+ a032 
+ 032 

+ -030 
+ .028 
+ ~ 0 3 0  
+ -032 

+.027 
+*011 
+SO03 

+ .036 
+ .038 

+ -038 
+ a038 
+.039 
+ .037 

+.027 

+ ,024 1--015 
+ -029 000 

h7 2.; 22 T,:: 
88 25 :: 1. 1 0  

( 
cm/sec2 

-.024 
- .021 
+ -039 
+ 0037 

+ a036 
+ ,036 
t 034 
+ -031 

+ -025 
+a030 
+ a033 
t .039 

s-Yc 

cm/sec2 

+ 0024 
- .021 
+ 004 
- .001 

- ,005 
+ .018 

+ ,024 
+ -030 

+ ,012 
+.011 
+.052 
+ .046 

+.012 

+ -012 
+ -011 
+a051 
+ -046 

+ -013  
t .084 
-.009 

86; Zh 
X C :I!) 

s-Yc 9-7, 

cm/sec2 

+ .018 
- -020 
-a029 
- -034 

- 6031 
-.004 

cm/sec2 

+ '04.2 

+ .OO8 + - 0 2 3  
- .007,- .011 

( + -030 
I 
+ .012 

/ - -004 
+ -019 

1 + -041 

+ ,041 1 + ~037  
+ .043 
+ 036 

- -01.5 
-.016 
+so15 
+ .013 

-so13 
+ .021 
-.W 

I - Y ,  

cnt/sec2 

+ -030 
- ,015 
+a004 

000 

-so04 
+so19 
+ -061 
+ .046 

+ ,036 
+.044 
+ -046 

1 + a036 

cm/sec2 

- a024 
2900 1 + a032 
1600 I +  -015 
1600 1 + 017 

1100 I +  .011 
1000 I +  008 
1100 + .008 
1450 ,+  012 

1100 + 008 
1200 t . 0 1 1  
1450 1 + 016 
1200 + 011 

1800 t . 0 1 6  
2000 I +  020 
1600 / +  .015 
1400 + .009 

I 
1400 to013 
1600 + .016 

+a027 1 
I 

+ -009 - -007 
+ 0015 
+ -038 

t -035 
+ ,048 
+ -035 ' 

cwlsee' 

+.OH 
-.014 
-.038 
- ,042 

-no39 
-so13 
+ ,031 
+ ,015 

+ *015 
+-Ols 
+ -009 
-000% 

- .021 
t -030 
+ 028 

+ 027 
+ a026 
+ .025 
+ .o22 

+ -017 
f . 0 2 1  
+ ,023 
+ 030 

+.029 
+ -030 
+ .032 
+ .031 

+.030 
+ .031 

+ .060 1 + ,039 
+ 1 + .023 

+ -034 1 + ,021 
+.042 /+so22 

-.003 
+ ,006 
-'013 
-0012 

-'011 
+ ,007 

+ ,045 
+ so35 

t . 038  
+ .051 
+ 026 
+ -019 

+.022 
+ ~ 0 4 5  

I 
+a038 1+.039 

+ a018 
+ .006 

+so05 
+ -013 
- ,009 
- .009 

-a009 
+ 010 

+ a038 
+ .036 
+ -034 

+ .052 
+ ,026 
+ ,019 

+a031 1 c . 0 2 1  
+ ,033 + .044 



81 

TABLE II-(Contd.) 

I 

S. of I.-I1 

;i 
g ~ a t i t u d e  ~ongi tude  

.A + N. E.  S'Yc 9 - 7 ,  a 9 - Y c  S - Y ,  
d u g m a 

0 I 11 O " f e e t  cm/sec2  cm/sec2  cnt /sec2 cm/sec2  cntiscc' cno/sec2 cmlsec2 

89 24 57 21 83 59 400 +a005 +a008 +so27 +so26 +-OW2 s.026 +.031 
90 25 17 03 83 06 300 + .003 +'006 +so13 +.016 -a002 +.012 + -023 
91 25 34 42 83 59 200 +-OW8 +.002 +so04 i '012 -.008 +.002 +no20 
92 26 07 05 85 25 200 + -002 -.009 -0024 -.005 -a019 -.026 +.OW3 

93 26 17 46 83 58 200 + -002 -so05 -.039 --W24 -so16 -.a041 -.015 
94 26 44 58 83 23 250 +so03 -.011 -a053 -a033 --@LO -.055 --026 
95 24 41 29 78 24 26 1400 +a012 + -029 +.015 -a014 + ,031 f.014 - ,017 
96 24 10 41 78 11 46 1500 +no13 +a032 +a042 +a009 +a034 +.011 t.006 

97 23 15 58 77 25 00 1600 +a015 +so32 +a035 000 +no39 +so35 -.007 
98 24 38 48 1 77 19 13 1400 i a015 + ,032 + .039 + a004 + .034 + .03H + ,001 
99 24 07 11 77 39 17 1600 + -015 + -032 + .O58 + -023 + -036 + .05'7 + ~018 
100 25 27 02 78 33 43 800 +a008 +a022 +so32 +a014 +a022 +a031 +.013 

101 26 13 57 78 12 49 800 + -007 I +  .017 + ,010 - -002 + .017 + .008 - ,004 
102 25 25 52 7 7  39 25 1250 +.013 1+.026 -I .047 -be020 +so26 -1-0046 +so19 
103 26 42 01 177 54 47 700 +a005 +no14 +a012 +so05 +.011 +so10 +.Om 
104 27 lo 20 78 01 07 ( 550 +no05 +a008 +.036 +so35 +a002 +a033 +.038 

105 27 28 25 77 41 48 550 +a005 +-007 +.033 +a033 000 +so30 +.0;1 
106 27 36 52 78 03 22 550 a005 + .004 + .030 + .033 - -005 + -027 1 -039 
107 27 53 32 78 00 31 600 + .006 + ,002 + .013 + ,017 - -009 + -010 + -025 
108 28 14 19 77 51 53 650 + -006 000 000 + ,006 - ,012 - ,004 + ,014 , 
109 18 38 30 72 52 10 100 +.001 - -021 + ,008 + .040 -0015 +moll +a037 
110 21 10 05 72 48 05 20 +woo1 +moo9 +*045 +a047 +.017 + 046 +*040 
111 22 18 35 73 11 05 150 t.001 t.021 + -006 -moo4 +.030 +a006 -.013 
112 23 01 20 ( 72 33 

55 1 150 + .002 + -025 + -051 + -036 r ,035 + so51 + ,026 
I 

113 20 24 45 72 50 05 100 000 + .001 + ,061 + 072 + 010 + ,064 +so66 
114 24 15 20 72 11 30 560 + a005 + .030 + no63 + a040 + .039 + .062 + .030 
115 24 35 40 72 43 00 1200 + a015 + 032 +'047 + .012 + -038 + -046 + ,005 
116 21 42 05 72 59 00 50 + -001 + .016 + 029 + .024 + -024 + .030 + 017 
117 25 08 55 73 03 35 1200 + -010 + a032 + -041 + -011 + -036 + .040 + -006 
118 25 47 30 73 19 25 800 + 007 + -030 + 038 + ,013 + .032 + -036 + .009 
119 26 47 00 79 00 55 500 +so05 +a008 +a003 +.002 +so02 +.001 c.006 
120 27 22 06 79 38 00 500 +no05 t.001 -a011 -.005 -so10 -a014 +*003 

121 28 39 05 79 49 31 650 + -006 -no12 -.038 -.020 -.021 --a042 -so15 
122 27 54 21 79 55 52 550 1 so05 -.006 - .020 - .007 - .01i - O2:l + -001 
123 27 38 1:3 80 41 OR 450 + -004 - -005 - -036 - -023 - ,011i - 0XW - 01; 1 121 28 27 38 80 44 24 900 + .006 - .Ol6 - ,051 - -029 - - 0 2 3  - a033 - .021; 

125 27 34 02 81 36 41 400 + -004 - 010 - ,044 - a026 - 020 - -047 - .()I!) 



9 - 7 ,  

C ~ L / S B C ?  

+ .001 
-.027 
- ,018 
+ .017 

+ 003 
+ -012 
+ -001 
t .003 

+ so54 
+ -023 
+ ,054 
+ -026 

+ -032 
+.019 
+ -004 
+ .024 

+.043 
+ 
- .023 
- .019 
+ .012 
+.024 
+ -013 
+ .015 

+. .007 
- .020 
- -024 
- .023 
- a021 
- ,009 
- .004 
+ -023 

- .012 
-.ol~ 
+ .076 
- ,020 
+ -023 
+ .ool 
- .007 
+ .035 

+ .020 
+ .039 
+ .oog 
+ .042 

S. of I.-I1 

8-7 

crn/sec2 

-.004 
-a035 
- -028 
+ ,007 
-no08 
+so01 
-no10 
-no08 

+ ,042 
+ 011 
+.043 
+ ,016 
t '022 
+.009 
-.Ood. 
+ a016 
+no35 
+ '010 
-.034 
- 0030 
+ '002 
+a014 
+ '003 
+ 004 

- a 4  
-.029 
-'036 
-'a5 

-'033 
-'020 
- ,014 
+ '011 

- '028 
-a024 
+ -079 - 023 
+ *016 
-.005 
-'013 
+ *03O 

+ '015 
+ '033 
+ 'Oo3 
+'03' 
d 

m 
bD 

9 
c43 
$3 Tf 

cn~ jsec '  

- -028 
-so29 
- -031 
- 031 

- 031 
- 032 
- .032 
- a033 

- -033 
-.033 
- ,033 
- a030 
- ~031 
-a031 
- -029 
- -029 
-.029 
+ .037 
1 -038 
+ -038 

+ ,037 
+-037 
+ -037 
+ -038 
+ -039 
+ no37 
+ -039 
+ -039 
+ -039 
+ .039 
+ 038 
+ -039 

+ 038 
+ a031 
- .Val 
+ .036 

+ .037 
+ -026 
+ .02H 
+ .016 

+ .005 
-.010 
+ ,005 
- .023 

Nd 
4J 
(II 

INTERNATIONAL 

9 - 7 ,  

cv~/sec'  

-so08 
-so31 
- -013 
+ -028 
+ -037 
+ .064 
+ .O52 
+ ,056 
+ -113 
+ OH4 
+ -117 
+ .035 
+ 0-10 
+.02G 
+ ,025 
+ -052 
+a069 
+ -036 
- .006 
- -002 

+ .028 
+-041 
+ .029 
+ .030 
+ .024 
; 025 
+ .008 
+ .007 
+ -009 
+ -022 
+ ,034 
+ ,064 
+ .029 
+ -033 
+ .o52 
+ a001 

+ .042 
+ a010 
+ .OOH 
+ * 034 

+ - 008 
+ .Ill2 
+ -002 
+ ~005 

9-7, 

I 
~ I ) L  sec2 cqn, sec2 j c ) ) L / s ~ c ~  

000 
-- 023 
- ,005 
+ ,036 

+so45 
+ .072 
+ .060 
+ -064 
+ ~121 
+ -093 
+ -125 
+ -043 
+ -048 
+.034 
+ ,033 
+ -060 
I+.077 
+ -037 
- .005 

000 

+ .029 
+a042 
+ -030 
+ -031 
+ .026 
+ -029 
+ -012 
+ do11 
-i a013 
I a026 
+ -038 
+ -068 
+ -033 
+ -037 
+ .059 

000 

+ a039 
+ .007 
+ 
+ .031 

+ 
+ 009 
- .001 
+ ,001 

1 

136 

137 
138 
139 
140 

141 
142 
143 
14.4 

145 
146 
147 
148 

149 
150 
151 
152 

153 
154 
155 
156 

34 12 48 

34 13 54 
34 18 02 
34 39 32 
34 47 30 

34 57 21 
35 02 04 
34 55 47 
34 05 37 

34 04 36 
33 54 23 
33 49 5'7 
33 48 32 

33 55 18 
24 50 17 
25 26 03 
25 39 16 

25 06 36 
24 51 18 
24 41 51 
24 42 55 

$4 46 09 

I 
157 
158 
159 
160 

161 
162 
163 
la 

I65 
166 
167 
1 

169 
170 
171 
152 

17:: 
174 
175 
176 

-. 

$200 

+ a030 
+ -032 
I .031 
+ .031 
+ -031 
+ .032 
+ do32 
+ 031 
+ 032 
+ 
- -011 
+ .032 

+ .025 
+ ,017 
+ .01!j 
.b OOH 

- ,004 
- -019 
- .004 
- ,030 

25 22 59 
28 53 31 
27 56 29 
28 00 40 

28 07 18 
28 21 14 
2R 49 34 
28 51 57 

2R 448 39 
29 32 27 
32 16 20 
21 20 08 

19 21 1i 
18 2200 
18 4.5 
17 :i k :3O 

16 59 00 
16 0 J !  
17 36 08 
16 2!) 57 

$4 58 29 9500 
75 16 19 11800 
74 54 01 ;ll500 
75 04 49 13000 

+ -001 
+ -029 
+ -017 
+ .013 
4 -015 

t -015 
+ .022 
+ .026 
+ -025 
+ .O:l8 
+ -01)~ 

000 

+ -001 
+ . O O ~  
+ -005 
000 

000 
+ a001 
+ -006 
+ .001 

68 21 17 
64 24 54 
63 02 55 
63 05 59 

63 14 ' 
62 59 -52 
62 44 42 
61 54 26 

63 50 52 
66 02 43 
72 28 36 
fi6 45 52 

H4 59 
H:3 51 50 
h:l 18 LO 

' h:i lti 50 

' fi2 I t 40 
HO 37 4(i 
HO I9 05 
80 OB 42 

+ -064 

150 
3500 
1900 
1800 

1800 
1800 
2.400 
2,900 

2700 
4300 
900 
100 

200 
200 
1OOO 
100 

150 
160 
700 
100 

- -033 

+.OR8 
+ -107 
t el06 
+ a109 

- .034. 
- .035 
- -035 
- .036 

- ,037 
-so36 
-.036 
- ,032 

- .033 
-.033 
- so29 
- -029 
-so29 
+ -027 
+ .O28 
t -029 

t .028 
+.028 
+ -028 
+ -028 

I I 
$5  14 41 I12400 1 
75 23 47 '13100 
$5 25 38 113100 
74 32 12 7500 

74 49 27 7800 
74 55 59 / 8200 
74 39 57 8400 
74 33 19 1 7800 

I 

74 29 '58 7800 
67 02 46 30 
65 49 44 400 
66 22 26 500 

I 

66 ~k3 52 200 
67 36 06, 200 
68 03 '39 50 
68 34 26 50 

+ 116 
t ,118 
+ -119 
+ .061 

+ .061 
c.060 
+ .OiO 
+ -077 
c.075 
+ .001 
+ 002 
+ .002 

+ ,001 
-I -002 
+ a001 

000 
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TABLE 11-(Contd.) 

5.  
'4 

2 

. 
d 
FZ 

k! 
P 
~d 

2: 
+i .* a: 
2 
$ 2  

k .001 
I. . oar) 
- ,001 

000 

+ .004 
+ -011 
+ ,005  
+ 046 

+ ,017 
+ 016 
+ ,014 
t . 0 1 8  

+ .017 
+ .01!) 
+ . O l r i  
+ .(,I18 

+ -017 
+ .01.4, 
+ ,008 
.L -011 

+ ,Olsl. 
+ .Ol!) 
+ ,007 
+ .OOH 

+ ,012 
+ .01:1 
+ o l f j  
+ . ooci 

+ ,()mi 
+.002 
+ . oo:j 
+ , 0 0 3  

+ -004 
+ .004 
+ -004 
+ .007 

+ ,010 
t . 0 1 1  
+ ,015 
+ -015 

+ .015 
+ .()l,b 
+ .012 
+ .@A0 

?i 

Latitude 
N. 

1 r .  ( 4  
I 

Longitude 
E. 

S. 

& 
2 

of I.-I1 

% 
i 
Pi% 

j $  
; 

cn~/see%n~/sec' 

- -03f 
- .o:32 
- .02!) 
- ,025 

- 0z4 
- 022 
-.020 
-.02Z 

- .017 
- .020 
- .O'.'B 
- ' O B l  

- 0:lfi 
- 0;lli 
- .O:ili 
- .OB5 

- -035 
- .OB(i  
- .0:{1, 
- .0:12 

- .(,I:35 
- .034 
- .Oil5 
- .O:3fi 

- ,032 
- .025 
- 
+ .or); 

+ .ol.7 
+a024 
+ oec-i 
t . 0 2 4  

+ ,024 
+ ,022 
+ ,020 
+ ,019 

+ ,012 
+'02-& 
+ ,027 
+ ,032 

+ .0:IO 
+ .0:(1 
+ 
+ .030 

INTERNATIONAL 

l o " '  79 60 - 5:3 
7:) 07 4; 
79 45 20 
79 50 50 

7H 40 44; 
77 69 01 
78 08 24 
77 52 10 

74 :I4 50 
75 24 57 
75 64 27 
75 43 30 

75 41 4.5 
75 37 5'7 
76 2:j 20 
70 12 54 

76 51 :1G 
77 22 21 
78 28 j9 
79 07 01 

57 43 00 
78 15 58 
79 30 25 
58 49 29 

77 20 43 
76 59 31 
78 28 30 
79 26 l o  

;n 17 nn 
70 00 ZK 
70 4.4 26 
71 25 24 

71 44 42 
71 57 17 
72 14 42 
72 57 20 

74 37 05 
74 19 25 
74 38 4.2 
74 50 48 

75 0;< 
7(; 4.3 :32 
78 21 22 
78 26 4.a 

177 
178 
179 
180 

181 
182 
183 
184 

185 
186 
187 
181) 

189 
190 
191 
192 

193 
194 
195 
196 

197 
198 
199 
200 

201 
202 
203 
204 

205 
206 
207 
208 

209 
210 
211 
212 

213 
214 
215 
216 

217 
21R 
219 
220 - 

- 

feet 

100 
500 
ji) 
20 

450 
17.50 

ROO 
5100 

1850 
1700 
1600 
1800 

1850 
1900 
1700 
ZOO0 

IS00 
14.50 
10U0 
$00 

1500 
2200 
600 
850 

1200 
1500 
1700 
$00 

14.50 
1560 

14,00 
1:170 
1.koo 
2000 

1.1 08 36 
l a  54 51 
11 45 20 
10 46 57 

10 47 58 
10 21 00 
9 55 34 

30 41 58 

18 27 55 
18 05 34 
17 39 24 
16 49 39 

16 11 22 
16 25 38 
15 16 27 
14 49 24 

14 41 4.2 
15 09 58 
15 27 40 
15 35 14 

14 24 43 
18 48 01 
13 38 06 
14 17 52 

16 11 23 
17 03 17 
17 26 40 
18 4.5 3s 

19 57 56 
28 02 05 
27 69 23 
27 57 16 

27 53 40 
27 53 37 
27 59 57 
27 50 05 

28 04 20 
26 53 59 
26 28 18 
24 27 50 

2.7 20 02 
23 22 46 
2'2 45 OH 
22 28 23 

a "  - 7 ,  

cm/sec2 

- -036 
- .os:c 
- ,018 
- ,osn 

- ' 0:{:1 
- a052 
-a051 
+a090 

- ,027 
- .O2H 
- .018 
- -004 

- .017 
- -  -003 
- .01(i 
- ,016 

- .009 
- 
-- .I);$) 
- .ori7 

1 - .0:11. 
- ,018 
- .0(;4, 
--Ow2 

- .0:30 
- .02:; 
- .ol l 
+ .sot; 

+ 0 1 2  
+'-0:ij 
- . on1 
+so42 

+ -027 
7 ~ 0 3 5  
+..031 
+ a027 

+ .043 
f . 0 0 2  
+ ,080 
+ .011 

+ -0% 
+ -0.1.2 
- .007 
- -006 

- 7  g-7, 

- c n ~ / s e c ~  

- .0:31 
- .027 
- .u1% 
- .us:! 

- -027 
- .04,li 
-,04,6 
t .OX5 

+ .024 
-.025 
- .O1.L 
-.001 

- .01:3 
+ ,001 - -012 
- ,012 

- 005 , 
-no" 

cn~lsec2 

+ .010 
+ . OOH 
+ -0:jo 
- .o15 

+ .006 
- -023 
-.04.3 
+.078 

-.020 
-.01(5 
+ .001 
+.017 

+ .010. 
+ a025 
+ ,016 
+ a015 

+ ,022 , 
I +  .001 

16" 
i- a011 
+ . oo~ 
+ .024 
- 4 2 1  

000 
- n02C) 
- .024 
+ .0$8 

- ,015 
-a012 
-t -008 
+ .021 

. c  ,014 
+ .02K 
+ .Olfi 
+ .01:3 

+ ,021 
+ .Oil3 
- .021 
- .0:3.1, 

- -001 
+ ,009 
- . U 2 - i  
- ,023 

+ ,002 
+ ,001 
+ .001 
+ ,007 

+ 001 
t . 0 1 7  
-- .ois 
+.027 

+ moll.. 
+ .OBI 
+ ,019 
+ .013 

+ .033 
-.021 
+ .05O 
- a024 

- --005 
+ .00!4 
- .O:lS 
- .O.l,(r 

on/sec%n~/sec2 

- -030 
- -0:32 
- .o~c) 
- .ox 

- .024 
- .022 
-.020 
-.OZ$ 

--009 
-.01:1 
- ,017 
- .024 

- -028 
- .0:<1 
- .0;:1 
- ,033 

- -032 
- -030 
- -027 
- .OX 

- .0:12 
- .033 
- -033 
- ,031 

- .025 
- .O20 
- . (r)$ 
+ c i i u  

+ -02,; 
+.@a - .oai  
t . 0 2 4  

t ,020 
t ,022 
+ -020 
+ -019 

+ -010 
+so24 
+ .027 
+ .03H 

+ .0:39 
+ .O:l!) 
+ .O:{ ! )  
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TABLE 11-(Concld.) 

TABLE I11 

Ren-level anomalies due to elevation or depression of crustal layers I 
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TABLE IV 

E f e c t s  o f  o u t e ~  Zones in cm/sec2 

TABLE V 

Radii of Zones 
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